
 

 

 

 

PRESS RELEASE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: July 19, 2018 

Mad as Hell Party seeking to contest November 2018 Victorian 

State Election 
The time is now for a disruptive force in Victorian politics, independent of special interest groups 

and lobbyists 

 

The Mad as Hell party is a radical, protest, reform movement that embraces the independent, principled, 

honest, inclusive and fair values of everyday Victorians, miles away from the cronyism, factionalism and 

privilege of the mainstream parties.  

Getting Mad is only a start; the party is to focus on the challenges confronting Victoria well beyond the 

next election cycle, supporting the increasing numbers of vulnerable people who are being left behind, 

seeking to introduce a new type of politics and delivering on promises for a better life for ALL Victorians. 

We’ll be different, we’ll deliver on our promises- Bringing Communities back to life; Families safe, secure 

at ease and celebrated: Gimme shelter for the homeless;  Restoring regions to the centre of 

Government;  Spending our hard earned money  as our own; A force for change, including those left 

behind; Restoring trust and credibility to run the state ; Investing in a smarter future for ALL our children, 

being lucky won’t last and Ageing with dignity, growing old is a blessing, not a death sentence  

The money’s there – there’d be a lot more of it if $1.1Bn hadn’t been squandered on a road to nowhere, 

up to $10Bn splashed on 50 bridges in the sky and $100ms outlays that are to be better spent elsewhere 

We’ll raise and spend our har earned cash fairly, efficiently and honestly, calling out the rorts and the 

waste, supporting the vulnerable Victorians left behind, the homeless, mentally ill, disabled, indigenous, 

jobless and the addicted, prepared to show commitment and self help, to regain self esteem and re-

enter and contribute to society. 

The time is now for a disruptive force in Victorian politics, independent of special interest groups and 

lobbyists, earning and restoring trust, Government by, for and with ALL of US. 

The party will call it as it is, shake up Spring Street and make it happen, with the immediate priority for 

like- minded Victorians to register early as members; we all become O.W.L.s, opportunity for all, not the 

few, restoring wellbeing to communities and regions and practicing the freedoms and values that we 

demand of our governments.   

November is a month for Spring Cleaning, we’ll make the 24th a date with destiny by Cleaning Spring 

Street. 

 

 


